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SPORTS
CSP Baseball Team Sends Uniforms to Nicaragua
BY DAVINA BELLINGER

I

n 2018, the dream academy in Nicaragua created a program to help boys

receive the equipment they need to practice baseball. A former student that
went to Augstana, Craig Severtson helped this program by going to different
local colleges in Minnesota and asking their sports teams for donations.
Examples of the different equipment that is sent to these children are jerseys,
helmets, bats, and other extra equipment that is no longer in use. csp ’s baseball
team donated jerseys with the old Concordia cu logo on them.

I want to thank you for the support in helping
kids round first, and I want to share some
pictures of the uniforms you donated to HKRF.
My academy is using it for the league 16 - 18
years old.
Neil Lerner is in his second year coaching the men's baseball team at csp .
Along with the other coaches, they have helped donate these jerseys to the children
in Nicaragua. Lerner says to his baseball team, “You’ll never forget doing something
kind for others.” He says this because the impact a person makes on others can
change the community in a positive way.

Thirty total teams in the baseball and softball conferences combined donated
as well, providing many other necessities to developing countries such as Nicaragua.
Other supplies they sent to Dream Academy included food and medical necessities.
Johnys Alvares, head coach and director of Dream Academy, said “I want to thank
you for the support in helping kids round first, and I want to share some pictures
of the uniforms you donated to hkrf . My academy is using it for the league 16-18
years old.” This came from an email sent to Lerner and his other colleagues. Alvares
was thrilled to say that these teenagers were very happy when they received their
equipment and uniforms. Alvares also sent players to mlb games in the United
States, during these last three years.
Lerner said, “The donations help them [children in Nicaragua] receive resources
that they could not afford to finally use them because team building skills helps
with sport developmental skills and creates unity within one another.” Building
those positive relationships creates a community that comes together knowing
that they are one team.
csp has been helping to donate to Dream Academy for the last ten years. Last
year, it was the largest donation made in all the years this school has taken part
in the program. Unfortunately, due to covid -19, Craig Severtson cannot fly over
to Nicaragua, but he still can send the equipment over to Dream Academy. He also
still received those smiling faces that the children made when they first put on the
uniforms, and that is the most rewarding picture anyone could get.

CSP Baseball donates uniforms to Nicaragua.
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